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Editorial
Welcome to the November 2010 edition of Phanzine. This

Following the official business there will be food

issue features an eyewitness account by Christchurch

and drink, and a guest speaker. This year’s speaker is

PHANZA member John Wilson of the effects of the 4

Robyn Burgess, who will present We Had An Earthquake:

September earthquake on his home, suburb and city. The

an illustrated talk about the impact of the 4 September

consequences for Canterbury’s built heritage are likely to be

earthquake on Canterbury people and places. Robyn

felt for some time yet. Michael Kelly’s column on heritage re-

will describe her experiences and discuss what the

inforces John’s view of the sorry saga of Manchester Courts:

New Zealand Historic Places Trust has been doing in

concern for public safety can be manipulated to justify the

Canterbury since the earthquake.

destruction of historic buildings for mercenary reasons.

Robyn has 23 years’ experience in the field of heritage

Also in this issue, we publish an edited version of the

identification and management in both government

paper Barbara Gawith gave at the PHA (NSW) conference

departments and commercial practice in New Zealand,

on Norfolk Island in July. Barbara’s attendance at this

England and Greece. For the last three years she has

conference was supported by a grant from PHANZA. Her

been the Historic Places Trust’s Heritage Advisor for

paper shows how British trade with the other side of the

Registration for Canterbury/West Coast.

world in the early nineteenth century was underpinned by
ingenious mechanisms of credit and insurance. The trader
whose fortunes are traced, James Reddy Clendon, later
settled in the Bay of Islands and became a prominent figure

The AGM is a great opportunity to catch up with other
PHANZA members. We hope to see you there.

State sector restructuring
Susan Butterworth made a submission on behalf of PHANZA

in the early decades of the new colony.
Our northern correspondent, David Verran, celebrates the

to Parliament’s education and science select committee,

publication of his first book and mourns the untimely passing

which is considering the State Sector Management Bill that

of PHANZA member Graeme Hunt. Like the rest of us, he is

proposes to merge National Library and Archives New

waiting with interest to see the implications for public history

Zealand into the Department of Internal Affairs. We thank

and heritage of the birth of über-Auckland on 1 November.

Susan for her continuing work on this issue. The select

AGM and Christmas function
The annual general meeting of PHANZA will be held on

committee reports back to the House on 24 November. With
major changes to the bill not expected, the way forward is
likely to be a hot topic for discussion at the AGM.

the first floor of Turnbull House, Bowen Street, Wellington,
David Green

at 6 p.m. on Thursday 9 December. The Chair, Secretary
and Treasurer will report back on what PHANZA has been
up to this year — from upgrades to the website and the
PHA (NSW) conference on Norfolk Island to plans to hold
our own conference next year. An election will be held for
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The Christchurch Earthquake
John Wilson gives a participant-observer’s account of the Christchurch earthquake of 4 September 2010.
When I biked round Christchurch on the afternoon of 4

The same was true of such ‘second-tier’ heritage

September, my first reaction, as someone who has fought

buildings as the Sydenham Heritage Church, the Nurses’

for decades to preserve the city’s heritage, was one of

Memorial Chapel, the Curator’s House in the Botanic

relief. Given how hard I had been shaken a few hours ear-

Gardens and dozens of others. Commercial buildings

lier, I was prepared to see far worse damage than I did.

which had been strengthened to only 33 per cent of code

It became clear in the immediate aftermath of the earth-

— the level the city council required before the earthquake

quake that buildings which had been strengthened to

— were by and large not seriously damaged.

even a limited extent had survived.

But it soon became evident that some of the city’s

The city’s major heritage buildings — both cathedrals,

important heritage buildings had suffered serious

the Museum, the Arts Centre, the Provincial Government

damage. They included two of Christchurch’s earliest

Buildings, Our City/O-Tautahi (the first Municipal

stone churches, Durham Street Methodist and St John’s,

Chambers) — all remained standing. Not only did none

Latimer Square. Another early stone church, the former

of them collapse, none were so badly damaged that

Trinity Congregational Church, was also damaged. The

demolition was the only option. The Director of the

facade of the Repertory Theatre was torn apart and the

Arts Centre noted that even the most basic and simple

handsome portico of the Oxford Terrace Baptist Church

strengthening had been incredibly effective.

came close to collapsing. The facade of an important

Oxford Terrace Baptist Church, Christchurch. Photograph by Zoe Dewson
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Venetian Gothic commercial building on Tuam Street

commercial building on the corner of Worcester and

was left teetering. St Cuthbert’s, Governors Bay, was

Manchester streets and another on Victoria Street near

badly damaged and in Lyttelton the Empire Hotel and the

the Bealey Avenue corner. Other older buildings which

Harbour Light Cinema both suffered. Further afield, the

came down in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake

tower of St John’s, Hororata, collapsed through the roof,

were the Valley Inn, Heathcote; the pub in Lincoln;

though locals are determined to save the building. The

and a block of shops on the corner of Westminster and

Homebush Homestead, near Darfield, was very severely

Cranford streets in St Albans. Several damaged buildings

damaged and has proved to be beyond saving.

on Victoria Street and in other suburban shopping areas

The costs of putting these and other damaged buildings

were also cleared away with undue haste.

back into good repair are likely to be horrendous. I may

Some of these buildings were almost certainly beyond

be accused of looking a gift horse in the mouth, but the

recovery, but others almost certainly could have been

government’s offer of $10 million to rebuild damaged

saved — and should have been saved.

heritage buildings, if it is matched $ for $ by funds raised

Also of concern in those first few days was that fallen

locally for that purpose, was paltry. (A letter to The Press

material was carted away, apparently without any attempt

from a correspondent in Dunedin pointed out that the

to assess if it would be needed later for the restoration

government had given $15 million outright towards a

of the building. Many brick and stone buildings lost the

stadium in that city that many did not want to see built.)

peaks of their gables. Some were built of bricks which it

The cost of repairing the Durham Street Methodist Church

will probably be impossible to replicate if the original,

alone has been estimated at $12 million.

tumbled down, bricks have indeed been dumped. (It
was heartening to see that when the work of clearing up

In the weeks following the earthquake I felt guilty that as

around the convent that is now part of the Music Centre

a member of Christchurch’s ‘heritage community’ I had

began, the bricks and stones remained on site; and that

not, in years past, pressed more forcefully and effective-

when the impressively shaped gable ends of the Provincial

ly for the city to put greater resources into assisting the

Hotel were dismantled, the work was done carefully and

owners of all its key heritage and character buildings to

the masonry placed on pallets, to be retained.)

strengthen them against earthquake damage.

Most owners of damaged buildings did not rush

The Press noted in an editorial on 18 October that there

to destroy them. In several cases, responsible owners

had been no urgency in the past to strengthen or even

moved quickly to brace or otherwise secure the buildings

identify key buildings to be protected against earthquake

against further damage (as the aftershocks continued)

damage. One of the main lessons the Christchurch heritage

so that their futures could be considered carefully. The

community has learnt from the survival of so many

facade of the very important Venetian Gothic commercial

buildings which had been strengthened to relatively low

building on Tuam Street (now part of McKenzie and

standards is that more systematic and effective steps must

Willis) was quickly secured; the tower of the former

be taken to protect all the city’s heritage buildings — not

Trinity Congregational Church and an end wall of St

just the landmarks — against earthquake damage.

John’s Latimer Square were braced; the portico of the

In the days immediately following the earthquake,

Oxford Terrace Baptist Church was propped up; and the

voices were raised against the hasty demolition of

Repertory Theatre was made safe.

damaged buildings. The council cautioned the owners of
damaged heritage buildings against pulling them down

Two months after the earthquake, Christchurch still has

abruptly, before they were properly assessed or without

a large number of damaged buildings — some tempo-

consent for demolition having been secured.

rarily stabilised, others as they were on the morning of

This did not avert the immediate razing of some

4 September. Some of these buildings, we have been as-

damaged buildings. The call to pull damaged buildings

sured, will be saved; others remain in limbo.

down to make the city safe gave some owners the

In the meantime, the passing of the Earthquake Response

opportunity to demolish buildings that might have been

and Recovery Act, with its suspension of the usual

saved. The suspicion was strong that some used concern

procedures and ‘checks and balances’ that protect heritage

for public safety as an excuse to dispose of unwanted old

buildings from wanton demolition, aroused fears that

buildings and clear the way to develop the sites.

permission would be given for more damaged buildings to

Among the buildings that came down in the flurry

be demolished without all options for their retention being

of demolition activity in the days immediately after the

properly considered. A promise that the full city council and

earthquake were two that had been used by the media

not officials would, at least in the immediate term, consider

to illustrate how devastating the shock had been — a

applications to demolish damaged heritage buildings did
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not entirely allay these fears. Acts of Parliament with

The building was certainly damaged — but how

clauses intended to protect heritage buildings have been

badly and whether beyond restoration became matters of

in effect suspended for Christchurch. There were fears

public contention. Its owners insisted it was in danger of

that the council, under pressure from owners, would use

imminent collapse, though it stood firm through strong

its powers under the Response and Recovery Act to allow

aftershocks. There was emotive talk about people being

buildings that could be saved to be demolished.

in danger. At one meeting the mayor reduced the debate

In early October, the city council considered the future of

to a puerile level by asking someone urging the building’s

six buildings. The historic house Ohinetahi at Governors

retention whether he thought saving a building was more

Bay and the former Nugget factory on Ferry Road were

important than saving a human life.

identified as buildings that would be restored, at least in

The city council’s unwillingness to collaborate with

part. The owners of the former Nurse Maude building on

those suggesting how the building could be temporarily

Madras Street and of two commercial buildings on Colombo

secured or to commission alternative engineering assess-

Street in Sydenham were refused permission to demolish

ments to the one provided by the owners amounted, in the

these immediately. Controversially, however, the council

eyes of many, to a dereliction of its duty to protect a listed

agreed that the Manchester Courts building — the former

building. The owners seemed determined that the build-

New Zealand Express Company building on the corner of

ing should come down, for their own financial reasons.

Manchester and Hereford Streets — should come down.

The Historic Places Trust was conspicuously and shamefully silent, even though its own category 1 registration of
the building identified it as one that should be saved.
Those supporting retention of the building believed it
could have been temporarily shored up to remove any
immediate danger and to allow time to properly assess
the extent of the damage and devise ways of making this
good.
On 7 October, the council directed the owners ‘to
remove the immediate danger’ by demolishing the
building. A last-ditch effort to persuade the council and
the owners to change their minds failed. The final nail
in the building’s coffin was a High Court judge’s refusal
to issue an injunction halting demolition. The judge
sided with those who claimed that the building posed an
immediate danger — though this had not been proved to
the satisfaction of many.
The judge also referred to the argument that leaving
the building standing put businesses at risk. Parts of
Manchester and Hereford streets had been kept closed,
preventing a considerable number of enterprises in the
immediate vicinity from resuming business. Suggestions
that the council could easily solve this problem by
facilitating the relocation of the affected businesses into
the plentiful empty commercial and retail spaces in
central Christchurch fell on deaf ears.
Docomomo

Manchester Courts building, Hereford St, Christchurch.
Photograph by Zoe Dewson

New

Zealand

and

the

Wellington

Architectural Centre appealed unsuccessfully to the Minister
of Arts, Culture and Heritage to halt the demolition of the

This 1906 building had been listed by the council and

building. At the end of October this was being delayed only

registered as a category 1 historic place by the Historic

by a squabble over how much support the council would

Places Trust. Designed by the Luttrell brothers, it was

provide the owner during the demolition.

Christchurch’s first ‘high-rise’ building and architecturally

Manchester Courts and the Homebush homestead are

important as the country’s best example of a building in

the most serious individual heritage losses Canterbury

the ‘Chicago style’.

has sustained as a result of the earthquake.
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The fate of Manchester Courts was the major preoccu-

will opt for demolition. Christchurch may, as a result, see

pation through October of those anxious to see as many

damaged ‘character’ buildings disappear one by one over

damaged buildings as possible saved. But in the back-

the next few months. Or even more quickly, as the city

ground another major concern was lurking. Many of the

council has given the owners of some damaged buildings

buildings damaged in the earthquake were two-storey

a deadline to decide what to do about them. The quick

brick commercial buildings which set the character of

way out for owners would be to demolish them, rather

shopping centres in the city’s older suburbs. Very few of

than take the time to see if saving them would be possible.

these structures had been registered by the Historic Places
Trust or listed by the city council. These buildings became

Like other residents of Christchurch, I was shaken awake

commonly referred to as ‘character buildings’, as op-

rather rudely in the early hours of 4 September. We got

posed to ‘heritage buildings’, which had been registered

off lightly, suffering some breakage inside the house but

or listed.

never being without power or water. Our chimneys were

On the stretch of Colombo Street through Sydenham,

abruptly demolished by the fire brigade in our absence

from the railway overbridge down to Brougham Street, a

following the major aftershock. It is not clear yet whether

significant number of ‘character buildings’ were damaged.

the Earthquake Commission (EQC) will pay to have them

The same situation prevailed, on a smaller scale, in places

rebuilt on the grounds that they were critical to the char-

like the Beckenham shops further south on Colombo

acter of our early twentieth-century villa.

Street, the Selwyn Street shops, on Riccarton Avenue

The two significant heritage buildings in my local

and in Richmond. A number of two-storey ‘corner shops’

shopping centre, the Woolston Library and the former

around the city were also damaged.

Woolston Post Office (now a law centre), remain

The concern was not just for the heritage value of these

cordoned off two months after the earthquake. Decisions

buildings, but also that their loss would threaten the habit

have yet to be made about them. A short distance up

of ‘neighbourhood’ shopping by ending the cheap rents

Ferry Road, the former Nugget factory (designed, like

in older buildings that had kept small businesses afloat.

the Manchester Courts building, by the Luttrell brothers)

By late October, several of these ‘character buildings’ had

suffered what looked to me like severe damage when

already been demolished and many others remained at

its heavy cornices were shaken down. It is hard to see

risk.

how it will be restored to its original form. (The building

The likelihood that many of the city’s damaged

gained added significance when the other important older

‘heritage’ and ‘character’ buildings might not survive

factory building on Ferry Road, the Edmonds factory, was

was, bizarrely, increased by the determination of the

demolished late last century.)

city council to spare Christchurch serious damage in

At the other end of the Woolston shops from the

any future earthquake. The council resolved that any old

Nugget factory, a handsome two-storey brick commercial

building on which work had to be done (which meant, of

building, prominent on its corner, survived. It had been

course, all those damaged in the earthquake) had to be

strengthened when a new smokehouse and cafe business

strengthened to 67 per cent of code and not just 33 per

took it over. Its survival underlined the longer-term lesson

cent, the previous requirement.

of the earthquake: once the futures of all the damaged

The impact of this decision was to increase significantly

buildings have been settled, there must be a concerted

the cost to any owner of putting a damaged building back

effort first to identify all the buildings (‘character’ as

into good repair. It therefore increased significantly the

well as ‘heritage’) that contribute to residents’ ongoing

likelihood that owners would seek to demolish damaged

awareness of the city’s past and then to ensure that they

buildings rather than restore and strengthen them. The

are properly strengthened, the council working with

council stated that its expectation was that insurance

private owners to achieve this goal.

payouts and donations, including grants from the council
itself, would meet the costs of strengthening the damaged

In the dark on the morning of 4 September, my first

buildings to the higher level. However, there is no

thought was that the Alpine Fault had ruptured at last.

assurance that insurers will pay to strengthen damaged

Let’s be ready when that does happen.

buildings to the new 67 per cent standard. They will
most likely pay only up to the insured value of property
repairs under each individual policy. If a building is
under-insured for reinstatement and strengthening to the
new standard, any owner conscious of the ‘bottom line’
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Heritage
Michael Kelly reflects on the force of nature — and human folly.

The Christchurch earthquake — the

important that the cost of retaining it should be borne.
This could be a harbinger of things to come. Significant

implications

issues have also arisen for heritage buildings that have
survived largely intact. It is possible to save anything

If you had asked any local geologist what part of New

with enough money and resources, but what is the real-

Zealand might be the safest place to build to avoid earth-

istic limit of that approach? There are hard decisions to

quakes, Christchurch and its environs would have been high

be made. One of the most common and visible examples

on the list. Clearly, nowhere in New Zealand is immune.

is the loss of chimneys. Many fell during the earthquake,

The implications for heritage buildings are immense.

some from significant houses and buildings. Not all of

Where the strengthening of buildings had been trundling

them will be replaced. When does a house or building be-

along, steady as she goes, a considerable burst of effort is

come important enough to justify the replacement of its

now likely, particularly in earthquake-prone places. What

chimneys? Who makes that decision?

the earthquake has shown us is that any sort of strengthening, even to 33 per cent of the existing code (pretty

More on Athfield

much the minimum) is sufficient to keep a building standing and avoid loss of life. That is a comforting message,
but it is also a handy baseline by which to measure pro-

Last year, this column expressed its concern at the ap-

gress in protecting buildings and lives.

pointment of Ian Athfield to the board of the Historic
Places Trust. Just how unwise his engagement was has

Of course, strengthening a building comes at a cost,

become all too apparent.

unless it’s done sensitively and well — and even then it is
hard to avoid removing heritage fabric. Activities such as

Athfield waded into a dispute over a house — one of

inserting steel into buildings and redoing foundations are

his most celebrated designs — built for winemaker John

invasive. And ever-rising standards mean that such work

Buck in 1980. The Historic Places Trust had made a sub-

often has to be done again, at a further cost.

mission seeking the listing of Buck House on the Hastings

The onus falls largely on engineers and, to a lesser ex-

District Council’s district plan. While HPT registration

tent, architects to get the work done properly. But in an

carries no legal sanction as such, listing on the district plan

environment where the timeframe and cost-effectiveness

certainly does, especially if the plan has strong protection

are the key drivers, it is hard to imagine heritage always

measures. Amazingly, Athfield criticised the institution

taking the highest priority. New Zealand’s cities and

he had joined as a board member for its attitude towards

towns are full of buildings that have been strengthened in

the mooted protection of the house. Whether the Trust’s

a brutally insensitive way.

actions were wise or not (and the organisation should not

Meanwhile, back in Christchurch, the New Zealand

be criticised for advocating the protection of heritage —

Express Company building, one of the country’s most im-

that’s its job), Athfield should never have opined on the

portant early twentieth-century buildings, has bitten the

issue. It was completely inappropriate.

dust, a symbol of the uncertainty of the post-earthquake

Our sources tell us that Athfield was carpeted for his

period. It was written off almost immediately after the

behaviour, but this incident only serves to demonstrate

earthquake but its demise was stalled while its viability

that his maverick tendencies are totally unsuited to a gov-

was more closely examined. The decision to demolish the

ernment agency with a mission he is not sympatico with.

building led to a stand-off between the local heritage lobby
and the council and building owner. There are still strong

Jean Batten Building

feelings that it could have been saved. The Architectural
Centre sent a strongly worded letter to Chris Finlayson,
the Minister of Arts, Culture and Heritage, at the end

It is, in some ways, a fitting epilogue to the saga of the Jean

of October. The Centre argued that the building was so

Batten Building (see Phanzine 13/1 for more on this debacle)
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that it has received an architectural award. The bulding was

we have today, with a modern building appended to the

reduced to just three facades as part of a development by

facades and a tower looming behind. It is bad enough that

the Bank of New Zealand and Deloitte. This was after the

facadism is still being undertaken in New Zealand. For the

Historic Places Trust threatened a heritage order to save

NZIA to give one of its Auckland awards to such an out-

it. A compromise led to the totally unsatisfactory outcome

come beggars belief. A poor result all round.

Finance and Risk on the High Seas
Barbara Gawith attended the PHA (NSW) conference held on Norfolk Island
in July. We publish here a revised version of Barbara’s conference paper.
The conference organisers, and the local people and travel

company. The usual route was via Calcutta (the main source

agency, made our visit to Norfolk very enjoyable. The many

of provisions for the penal colony), South America and Batavia

interesting

conference

(Java). On the second voy-

topics ranged from pris-

age, unable to procure a

on hulks to the warship

cargo in Australia for the

graveyard

Gallipoli.

return trip to England,

All added to our knowl-

Clendon sailed the City of

edge of Australasian his-

Edinburgh to New Zealand

tory, and my thanks go to

to obtain timber and flax.

at

PHANZA for its generous

New Zealand waters

grant towards my own

were largely uncharted.

presentation at the con-

The ship ran aground on

ference. Some of the ma-

the Hokianga harbour bar

terial below is from my

and damaged its rudder

forthcoming book, James

and hull, which began to

Reddy Clendon: Merchant

leak. After a makeshift

and US Consul in Early

rudder was also lost, an-

New

other vessel towed the

Zealand,

Resource

Books, Auckland.

stricken ship to the Bay of

This paper is based on

Islands, the New Zealand

correspondence between a

base

British maritime merchant,

whaling industry. With

George Clendon of Deal,

no facilities to repair it

Kent, and his son Captain

at the Bay, the City of

James

Reddy

Clendon,

who established a ships’
chandlery and warehouse
at the Bay of Islands in 1832.

Photograph by Michael J. Wheeler of an ambrotype portrait of
James Reddy Clendon.
Alexander Turnbull Library, PAColl-2035-2

for

Edinburgh

the

was

southern

eventu-

ally towed to Sydney. In
the meantime, Clendon
bought food for his crew

When New Zealand became a British colony in 1840, Clendon

from the captain of a whaling vessel. He paid for this

and other settlers established northern New Zealand’s first

with a bill of exchange drawn on his father’s bank. His

bank. Until then, they relied on finance from overseas.

other pressing concern was whether his British insurance

James Clendon made two trading voyages to Australia

cover for the vessel had been extended to New Zealand.

to supply the penal settlement at Port Jackson (Sydney),

The family relied on British banking and insurance sys-

in 1826 and (with a cargo of female convicts) 1828. His fa-

tems to facilitate their overseas trade; this was a process

ther financed these voyages through a bank and insurance

dependent on the goodwill and honesty of all parties.
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Bankers and Bills

Sometimes bills of exchange were used to settle another
debt. This involved drawing a bill of exchange on a debtor

From the fifteenth century, most British bankers were

in one place in order to pay a creditor in another. For ex-

goldsmiths, small traders who offered notes in place of

ample, an Edinburgh man might owe £100 to someone in

the gold and silver they held on behalf of merchants and

London. If the Scot was owed £100 by another trader in

tradespeople. To simplify their exchange, these notes

London, he could draw a bill of exchange on this trader in

were made payable to ‘bearer’; this is the origin of today’s

favour of his London creditor. On receipt of the bill, the

banknotes. If a goldsmith failed, his customers were also

creditor presented it to the third party for acceptance and

ruined. At the end of the seventeenth century a Bank

payment, settling both debts. This type of exchange was

of England was formed with limited liability status: its

prone to mishaps that became more likely as the distance

members would not fail if the bank did. Merchants and

between the parties increased. In 1830, a passenger on the

other financiers could invest in it with some security, and

City of Edinburgh wrote to Clendon’s father concerning an

the bank could lend money to traders. However, the Bank

arrangement that had clearly turned sour: ‘Should a Bill

of England became primarily the government’s banker

of Exchange drawn by myself on Pat. K. Cockburn Esq.,

and its interest in commerce declined. Joint stock or

Edinburgh have reached you, and you have not forward-

multi-partnership banking was established in 1826. Joint

ed it for payment by no means do so, as very serious con-

stock banks, with large capital, substantial deposits and

sequences must follow. I shall explain everything to you

branches in all parts of the country, were well suited to

as soon as I can after my arrival in Edinburgh’.

the needs of British industry and commerce, including

Promissory notes and acceptance bills were more use-

overseas trade. The Clendon family probably used one of

ful for land-based transactions. A promissory note was

these banks.

a contract whereby the debtor made an unconditional

James Clendon’s experiences show how the exchange

promise in writing to pay a sum of money to the creditor

systems used by British banks to facilitate overseas trade

on demand, or at some future date on specific terms. An

worked. In September 1830 he wrote to his father to

acceptance bill was issued by a creditor to his debtor for

inform him of his purchase of flour ‘and a few other little

endorsement. ‘Documentary’ letters of credit for a named

necessities’ for a total of £25 10s. To pay for these he had

amount were used by merchants shipping goods to other

given the whaling ship’s captain, Samuel Swain, a 30-day

countries. They were useful for trade in new markets or

‘bill’ made out to his father. This was a bill of exchange,

with people with whom they had not previously done

one of the credit facilities available for places in which

business. The letter of credit was evidence of good faith

a bank’s customers could not settle their transactions by

and financial stability, and could be honoured by the for-

cheque. Other devices were bank drafts and letters of

eign banker or his agent on presentation of bills of lad-

credit, promissory notes and acceptance bills.

ing, invoices or other shipping documents. It is likely that

Bills of exchange were an ingenious system for the set-

Clendon used letters of credit from the family’s English

tlement of foreign debts. Like cheques, they were negotia-

bank to establish his financial credentials in countries in

ble instruments. A bill of exchange (in sterling or another

which he purchased goods en route to Australia. British

currency) was an unconditional order to the addressee to

banks later devised a system of bank drafts whereby bills

pay on demand, or at a fixed future date, a sum of money

drawn on a colonial bank were payable in England. Of

to another specified person, or to the bearer of the bill.

course this system relied on the colony having its own

On receipt of the bill signed by James Clendon, his father

banks.

had 30 days to pay Captain Swain, either in cash or with a
cheque drawn on his account. While Swain could not col-

Marine Insurance

lect his money until he reached England, he could use the
same system for his own creditors.
After Clendon established a trading post at the Bay of

Like banking, marine insurance underwriting expanded

Islands in 1832, he used bills of exchange to collect debts

during the eighteenth century as Britain’s overseas trade

from British captains or crews who lacked cash or goods

increased. Voyages to the Asia–Pacific region often lasted

to exchange, or whose ships sailed before the account was

several years and risked shipwreck, fire, plunder and

settled. In 1836 a whaling ship sailed before two crewmen

piracy. Underwriters and shipping merchants were reliant

had paid for goods from Clendon’s depot. Clendon sent his

on insurance brokers negotiating deals that ensured they

bill to the captain’s wife in England, Mrs Brind. It is unclear

would be compensated for ‘the destruction of property

whether this debt was ever settled; it would have been dif-

by the tempest or other sea peril.’ Early underwriters

ficult for Clendon to enforce his claim from such a distance.

met their clients in London coffee houses. Edward
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Lloyd, who opened a coffee house in Tower Street near

When Clendon’s father received news of the theft in

the London docks in about 1688, rose to prominence in

1837, he could not provide the ship’s papers to the insur-

the shipping fraternity as a provider of shipping news,

ance company in England. They had been lost in 1833,

advice to overseas travellers and postal services, and an

when local Maori plundered the Fortitude after it ran

organiser of disposal auctions. In the early nineteenth

aground in the Hokianga. It is not clear whether the insur-

century premiums were cut as new insurance companies

ance company accepted this story and compensated the

were formed and commodity prices fell after the end

owners for their loss.

of the Napoleonic wars. However, insurance was still a

The Clendons’ experiences demonstrate the value of

significant expense for a merchant on a tight budget, and

credit and insurance to overseas trading ventures in the

Clendon was reluctant to extend the City of Edinburgh’s

early nineteenth century. The systems of credit worked

insurance to cover the voyage from Australia to New

reasonably well, but they were slow and dependent on the

Zealand.

honesty, goodwill and patience of their users. Insurance

The City of Edinburgh was purchased in England and

policies were difficult to alter as circumstances changed.

had British registration and insurance. A British marine

Claims could take years to process and payouts were of-

insurance contract covered the ‘marine adventure’ of

ten jeopardised because necessary information could not

a seaworthy vessel from a named point of departure to

be produced. Nevertheless, these financial systems helped

a named point of arrival, and its return by a ‘common’

merchants like James Clendon trade and even settle in

route. The ship’s cargo was included in the cover until it

distant regions with no banking or insurance institutions.

was discharged to a warehouse or other designated venue
at the point of arrival. Any deviation from the agreed
terms discharged the underwriter from his liability. The
time it took to communicate with his insurance company
in England was a significant obstacle to Clendon reinsuring his vessel for a different destination. If an accident
occurred before his instructions reached Britain, the ship
would be uninsured.
Clendon returned to New Zealand in 1832 to join
Samuel Stephenson in establishing a ship’s chandlery
and trading warehouse at Okiato, Bay of Islands. Their
transport was the Fortitude, a small vessel with a shallow draft suitable for trading around the New Zealand
coast. The ship, registered in Britain, was partly owned
by Clendon’s father and Stephenson and was insured in
England at an annual premium of £36. Occasionally the
partners leased their ship to others. In 1835 it was chartered to James Harvey, who was to take a shipment of
spars and clothing to Tahiti and the Sandwich Islands
(Hawai’i) and then return to Sydney. Many months later Clendon and Stephenson learned that after calling at
Tahiti, Harvey had sailed to Valparaiso, Chile. There he
had the ship condemned as unseaworthy, then sold it and
its cargo and pocketed the proceeds.

Barbara Gawith and friend on Norfolk Island. ►
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News from the North

Book cover courtesy of Random House New Zealand

Getting My First Book Published
David Verran reflects on the process.
I have been a member of PHANZA for some years, written many book reviews and articles, assisted others with their
published books and edited various newsletters and New Zealand Legacy magazine. However, I have never before written a book for publication.
I have given talks on various aspects of Auckland local history over at least the last 15 years. The groups I’ve spoken to
have included historical societies, service clubs (Probus, Lions, Rotary, etc.) and U3As (University of the Third Age). My
specialist subject is the North Shore from the 1790s to the late 1950s — in 45 minutes! It is through the latter that I came to the
attention of Random House, who had recently published Urban Village: The Story of Ponsonby, Freemans Bay and St Mary’s Bay,
just published The West (about West Auckland), and were looking to do something similar for the North Shore of Auckland.
My original intention was to build on the various borough and area histories and write about each suburb as a separate
entity. However, not all suburbs had received equal treatment over the years. There were good — if dated — books on
Devonport, Birkenhead, Glenfield, Albany, Greenhithe and Takapuna, but no similar detailed histories of Northcote or
large parts of the East Coast Bays. Most had been published before 1989, when North Shore City was created. Since then
there has been no general history published covering even large parts of the North Shore.
Having grown up on the North Shore and being acquainted with the various social, educational, transport, cultural
and economic links that bind it together, I decided that a thematic approach made more sense. The book includes chapters
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on such topics as agriculture, transport, education, religion, tourism, suburbanisation and
Maori communities across the North Shore. I interspersed these thematic chapters with short
overviews of the North Shore at various times in history, including 1911 (pre-war), 1938 (again
pre-war), 1959 (just before the opening of the Auckland Harbour Bridge) and 1989 (just before
the formation of the North Shore City Council). This blend of the thematic and the chronological seems to have worked really well. While there was strong support for the book from North
Shore's city council, this is not an official council history and I was able to make independent
judgements on more recent developments, particularly infrastructure and local politics.
The North Shore: An Illustrated History was launched on 10 September 2010 at the North
Shore City Council Chambers.
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Graeme Hunt
By David Verran
Vale Graeme Hunt (1952–2010). A few years ago, I sponsored
Graeme’s application for PHANZA membership. Subsequently
he regularly attended Auckland area get-togethers. I recall that on
one occasion he was pleased to be able to use PHANZA’s Code of
Practice to help resolve a dispute with a client.
Graeme and I agreed to disagree on a host of political issues, but
we still affirmed each other’s right to hold those opinions. I was
happy to assist him with his biography of Fintan Patrick Walsh,
and to me this was his best work of history. It was also his first and
sadly his last biography. I took great pleasure in inviting him to
my book launch, not too long before he died unexpectedly.

Celebrating Sir George Grey and his legacy — online and on
exhibition
The original Auckland City Library opened in 1880,

that focuses on the man and his many facets as politician,

thanks to the generosity of Sir George Grey, who gifted

philanthropist, explorer and linguist. The online exhibi-

his collection of 14,000 books, manuscripts and letters to

tion provides a taste of the real thing.

the people of Auckland. Auckland City Libraries has a
new website dedicated to this collection.

Manuscripts Online is a database providing access
to four manuscript collections from the Sir George Grey

The Grey Collection website, www.georgegrey.org.nz,

Special Collections: Grey letters (non-New Zealand),

contains digitised heritage images from the collection and a

Grey New Zealand letters, Non-New Zealand Manuscript

timeline of Sir George’s life and times. The Grey Collection

Collection and New Zealand Manuscript Collection.

also features ten e-books. These include a medieval prayer

The Grey New Zealand letters collection contains ap-

book, The Rossdhu Book of Hours, and the Robert Park

proximately 1800 letters from New Zealanders to Grey.

Sketchbook which records life in Māori communities in 1851.

Digital images of all these letters have recently been add-

The website also links to two online resources about Sir

ed to Manuscripts Online. Detailed keyword-searchable

George. Shades of Grey is a current exhibition (until 29

summaries have also been provided.

January 2011) at Central City Library (44–46 Lorne Street)
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 Photograph of Graeme Hunt on previous page by Mcgoram, Wikimedia Commons
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